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Cueva de los Fierros
Municipio de Madera, Chihuahua.

Plano elaborado con suntos y cinta
12 de mayo de 1995
Por C. Lazcano y J. Domínguez
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Cueva de las Pirinolas
Municipio de Madera, Chihuahua.
Plano elaborado con suntos y cinta
9 de mayo de 1995
Por C. Lazcano y J. Domínguez
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Cueva de las Pirinolas
Mpo. Madera
Chihuahua
Return to the Forgotten World, p. 90, 2012
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2 and 3. Both face southeast. T
meters wide by 4 meters deep an
the roof. Its orientation is southea
it Cueva de los Fierros and Cuev
be seen. It has a set of three sma
well preserved and seem to be
This is because the cave is hidd
see, and cattle can´t enter; actual
know, it and we discovered it
Cueva de la Puerta.
Despite being adjacent, Cu
number 3 is much more difficu
one we only discovered the seco
the site. Its dimensions and orien
those of Cueva de la Puerta num
some structures of adobe that se
of two rooms now destroyed.

Cueva de la Bajada del Pino
Going up a side of the canyon
one called Bajada del Pino, in th
Cueva de la Bajada del Pino, not v
It is a shelter about 15 meters wi
and 1.5 meters high, facing sou
single house in a perfect state of
because of its hidden location a
for cattle. The little room measu
2.2. From it is an excellent vi
and its surroundings, and it is p
used as an observation or looko
meters from this cavity is anoth
wider, where there is evidence b
walls of another structure, but
destroyed; probably cattle can

Cueva de las Pirinolas
Close to the union of the Ar

